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Abstract
In this paper we prove the local existence of complex-valued harmonic morphisms from any compact semisimple Lie group and
their non-compact duals. These include all Riemannian symmetric spaces of types II and IV. We produce a variety of concrete
harmonic morphisms from the classical compact simple Lie groups SO(n), SU(n), Sp(n) and globally defined solutions on their
non-compact duals SO(n,C)/SO(n), SLn(C)/SU(n) and Sp(n,C)/Sp(n).
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1. Introduction
Harmonic morphisms between Riemannian manifolds are harmonic maps which satisfy an additional conformal-
ity condition, called horizontal (weak) conformality. As their fibres are often minimal, they are useful tools for the
construction of minimal submanifolds. However, the two conditions imposed on them constitute an over-determined
non-linear system of partial differential equations. For this reason they can be difficult to find and have no general
existence theory, not even locally. On the contrary, most metrics on a 3-dimensional domain M3 do not allow any local
solutions with values in a surface N2, see [5]. This makes it interesting to find geometric and topological conditions
on the manifolds (M,g) and (N,h) which ensure the existence of solutions to the problem. For the general theory
of harmonic morphisms between Riemannian manifolds we refer to the excellent book [4] and the regularly updated
on-line bibliography [7].
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of dimension 2. In this case the problem is invariant under conformal changes of the metric on N2. Hence, at least for
local studies, the codomain can be assumed to be the standard complex plane.
It is known that in several cases, when the domain (M,g) is an irreducible Riemannian symmetric space, there
exist complex-valued solutions to the problem, see for example [8,9,13], where the authors present the following
conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1. Let (Mm,g) be an irreducible Riemannian symmetric space of dimension m  2. For each point
p ∈ M there exists a complex-valued harmonic morphism φ :U → C defined on an open neighbourhood U of p. If
the space (M,g) is of non-compact type then the domain U can be chosen to be the whole of M .
The conjecture is known to be true for the irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces
SO(p + q)/SO(p)× SO(q), SO0(p, q)/SO(p)× SO(q)
when p /∈ {q, q ± 1},
SU(p + q)/S(U(p)× U(q)), SU(p, q)/S(U(p)× U(q))
for any positive integers p,q , and for
Sp(p + q)/Sp(p)× Sp(q), Sp(p, q)/Sp(p)× Sp(q)
when p = q , see [9].
In this paper we continue our study of complex-valued harmonic morphisms from Riemannian symmetric spaces.
We prove the following existence theorem, see Section 9. For the definition of an orthogonal harmonic family, see the
next section.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group equipped with a bi-invariant metric g and let GC/G be its
non-compact dual space.
(i) There exists an open and dense subset W ∗ of G and an orthogonal harmonic family F∗ on W ∗.
(ii) There exists an open subset W of GC/G and an orthogonal harmonic family F on W .
(iii) If there exists a parabolic subgroup P of GC such that the quotient GC/P is a Hermitian symmetric space, then
there is a globally defined orthogonal harmonic family F on GC/G.
The collections of compact semisimple Lie groups and their non-compact duals include the irreducible Riemannian
symmetric spaces of type II and IV, respectively. This means that by Theorem 1.2 we prove Conjecture 1.1 for the
compact irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces
SO(n), SU(n), Sp(n), E6, E7, E8, F4, G2
of type II, and the non-compact
SO(n,C)/SO(n), SLn(C)/SU(n), Sp(n,C)/Sp(n), EC6 /E6, EC7 /E7
of type IV.
Leading up to the general existence theory we produce a variety of concrete complex-valued harmonic mor-
phisms on the irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces SO(n), SU(n), Sp(n) of type II and SO(n,C)/SO(n),
SLn(C)/SU(n), Sp(n,C)/Sp(n) of type IV.
Throughout this article we assume that all our manifolds are connected. Further we suppose that all our objects
such as manifolds, maps etc. are smooth, i.e. in the C∞-category. For our notation concerning Lie groups we refer to
the comprehensive book [12].
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Let M and N be two manifolds of dimensions m and n, respectively. A Riemannian metric g on M gives rise to the
notion of a Laplacian on (M,g) and real-valued harmonic functions f : (M,g) → R. This can be generalized to the
concept of harmonic maps φ : (M,g) → (N,h) between Riemannian manifolds, which are solutions to a semi-linear
system of partial differential equations, see [4].
Definition 2.1. A map φ : (M,g) → (N,h) between Riemannian manifolds is called a harmonic morphism if, for any
harmonic function f :U → R defined on an open subset U of N with φ−1(U) non-empty, f ◦ φ :φ−1(U) → R is a
harmonic function.
The following characterization of harmonic morphisms between Riemannian manifolds is due to Fuglede and
Ishihara. For the definition of horizontal (weak) conformality we refer to [4].
Theorem 2.2. [6,11] A map φ : (M,g) → (N,h) between Riemannian manifolds is a harmonic morphism if and only
if it is a horizontally (weakly) conformal harmonic map.
The following result of Baird and Eells gives the theory of harmonic morphisms a strong geometric flavour and
shows that the case when n = 2 is particularly interesting. The conditions characterizing harmonic morphisms are
then independent of conformal changes of the metric on the surface N2. For the definition of horizontal homothety
we refer to [4].
Theorem 2.3. [3] Let φ : (Mm,g) → (Nn,h) be a horizontally conformal submersion between Riemannian manifolds.
If
(i) n = 2, then φ is harmonic if and only if φ has minimal fibres,
(ii) n 3, then two of the following conditions imply the other:
(a) φ is a harmonic map,
(b) φ has minimal fibres,
(c) φ is horizontally homothetic.
In this article we are interested in complex-valued functions φ,ψ : (M,g) → C from Riemannian manifolds. In
this situation the metric g induces the complex-valued Laplacian τ(φ) and the gradient grad(φ) with values in the
complexified tangent bundle T CM of M . We extend the metric g to be complex bilinear on T CM and define the
symmetric bilinear operator κ by
κ(φ,ψ) = g(grad(φ),grad(ψ)).
Two maps φ,ψ :M → C are said to be orthogonal if
κ(φ,ψ) = 0.
The harmonicity and horizontal conformality of φ : (M,g) → C are expressed by the relations
τ(φ) = 0 and κ(φ,φ) = 0.
Definition 2.4. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then a set
Ω = {φk :M → C | k ∈ I }
of complex-valued functions is said to be an orthogonal harmonic family on M if, for all φ,ψ ∈ Ω ,
τ(φ) = 0 and κ(φ,ψ) = 0.
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Φ = (φ1, . . . , φk) :M → Ck
is a pseudo horizontally (weakly) conformal map. See for example [4, Definition 8.2.3 and Example 8.2.6].
We have the following important example of orthogonal harmonic families.
Example 2.6. Let (M,g,J ) be a Kähler manifold and
Ω = {fk :M → C | k ∈ I }
be a collection of holomorphic functions on M . For f ∈ Ω , the gradient grad(f ) satisfies
g
(
J grad(f ),X
)= −g(grad(f ), JX)= −df (JX) = −idf (X) = g(−i grad(f ),X).
This implies that the gradients grad(fk) all belong to the subbundle T 0,1M of the complexified tangent bundle T CM
of M . Since T 0,1M is isotropic, i.e. g(Z,W) = 0 for all Z,W ∈ T 0,1M , and any holomorphic complex-valued func-
tion on a Kähler manifold is harmonic, we see that Ω is an orthogonal harmonic family on M .
The next result shows that an orthogonal harmonic family on a Riemannian manifold can be used to produce a
variety of harmonic morphisms.
Theorem 2.7. [9] Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and
Ω = {φk :M → C | k = 1, . . . , n}
be a finite orthogonal harmonic family on (M,g). Let Φ :M → Cn be the map given by Φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) and U be
an open subset of Cn containing the image Φ(M) of Φ . If
F˜ = {Fi :U → C | i ∈ I }
is a family of holomorphic functions then
F = {ψ :M → C | ψ = F(φ1, . . . , φn), F ∈ F˜}
is an orthogonal harmonic family on M .
The main aim of this paper is to construct orthogonal harmonic families on the Riemannian symmetric spaces that
we are dealing with and thereby prove Conjecture 1.1 in those cases.
3. The classical compact cases
For a compact Riemannian symmetric space G/K the natural projection π :G → G/K is a harmonic morphism.
Thus the lift, of any harmonic morphism locally defined on G/K , to the Lie group G via π is a harmonic morphism.
This means that for positive integers p,q and n = p+ q , complex-valued harmonic morphisms defined locally on the
real, complex or quaternionic Grassmannians
SO(n)/SO(p)× SO(q), SU(n)/S(U(p)× U(q)), Sp(n)/Sp(p)× Sp(q),
can be lifted to local harmonic morphisms on the corresponding compact Lie group SO(n), SU(n) or Sp(n). For later
use, we now describe explicitly how this works for the harmonic morphisms presented in [9].
Example 3.1. Let p,q be positive integers and W ∗pq(C) be the open subset of the special unitary group SU(p + q)
given by
W ∗pq(C) =
{(
x11 x12
x21 x22
)
∈ SU(p + q)
∣∣∣∣det(x11) = 0
}
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Φ∗ :W ∗pq(C) → Cq×p, Φ∗ :x → x21 · x−111
form an orthogonal harmonic family on W ∗pq(C).
Example 3.2. Let p, r be positive integers q = p+2r and W ∗pq(R) be the open subset of the special orthogonal group
SO(p + q) given by
W ∗pq(R) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
⎛
⎜⎝
x11 x12 x13 x14
x21 x22 x23 x24
x31 x32 x33 x34
x41 x42 x43 x44
⎞
⎟⎠ ∈ SO(p + q)
∣∣∣∣det(x11 + ix21) = 0
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭
where x11, x21 ∈ Rp×p . Then the complex-valued components of the map
Φ∗ :W ∗pq(R) → Cr×p, Φ∗ :x → (x31 + ix41) · (x11 + ix21)−1
form an orthogonal harmonic family on W ∗pq(R).
By employing further examples from [9] one can actually construct locally defined complex-valued harmonic
morphisms on SO(n) not only for n even but for any n > 2. This we leave to the reader as an exercise.
Example 3.3. Recall that the Lie groups Sp(n,C) and Sp(n) are given by
Sp(n,C) = {g ∈ SL2n(C) | gtJg = J},
Sp(n) = Sp(n,C)∩ U(2n) = {g ∈ SU(2n) | gJ = J g¯},
where In denotes the n× n identity matrix and
J =
(
0 In
−In 0
)
.
Let p, r be positive integers, q = p+ r , and let W ∗pq(H) be the open subset of Sp(p+p+ r) consisting of elements
x =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
z11 z12 z13 w11 w12 w13
z21 z22 z23 w21 w22 w23
z31 z32 z33 w31 w32 w33
−w¯11 −w¯12 −w¯13 z¯11 z¯12 z¯13
−w¯21 −w¯22 −w¯23 z¯21 z¯22 z¯23
−w¯31 −w¯32 −w¯33 z¯31 z¯32 z¯33
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
such that the matrix(
z11 − z21 w21 −w11
w¯21 + w¯11 z¯11 + z¯21
)
∈ C2p×2p
is invertible. Define the map Φ∗ :W ∗pq(H) → Cr×2p by
Φ∗ :x → ( z31 −w31 )
(
z11 − z21 w21 −w11
w¯21 + w¯11 z¯11 + z¯21
)−1
.
Then the complex-valued components of Φ∗ constitute an orthogonal harmonic family on W ∗pq(H).
It is well known that the symmetric spaces Sp(2)/Sp(1) × Sp(1) and SO(5)/SO(1) × SO(4) are isometric. This
fact together with the examples presented above, show that we have proved Conjecture 1.1 whenever the irreducible
Riemannian symmetric space (M,g) is one of the classical compact Lie groups SO(n), SU(n) or Sp(n).
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In this section we show how an orthogonal harmonic family on a compact semisimple Lie group gives rise to
an orthogonal harmonic family on its non-compact dual space. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group with a
bi-invariant Riemannian metric and let g be its Lie algebra. For the induced Lie groups
U = G×G and K = {(g, g) ∈ U | g ∈ G}
we have the isomorphism U/K ∼= G given by
(g1, g2)K → g1g−12 .
As K is the fixed point set of the involutive automorphism σ ∗ :U → U with
σ ∗ : (g1, g2) → (g2, g1),
we see that G ∼= U/K is a Riemannian globally symmetric space. The Lie algebra of U decomposes
u = k⊕ p
into the ±1 eigenspaces of the differential s∗ = (dσ ∗)e :u → u of σ ∗ at e with
k = {(X,X) | X ∈ g}, p = {(Y,−Y) | Y ∈ g},
and k is the Lie algebra of K .
The complexification uC of the Lie algebra u of U = G×G satisfies
uC = gC × gC.
Let sC :gC → gC be the involutive automorphism on the Lie algebra gC with sC :Z → Z¯, where the conjugation is
done according to the decomposition
gC = g+ ig.
Furthermore, denote by σC :GC → GC the involutive automorphism on the complexification GC of G induced by sC.
Let h be the Lie subalgebra of uC given by
h = k+ ip = {(X,X)+ i(Y,−Y) | X,Y ∈ g}= {(Z, Z¯) | Z ∈ gC}.
Let s :h → h be the involutive automorphism on h with
s(Z, Z¯) = (Z¯,Z).
Then the Lie algebra k of K is the fixed point set of s and (h, s) is an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra which is dual
to (u, s∗). A Lie group with Lie algebra h is given by
H = {(g,σC(g)) | g ∈ GC}.
The automorphism s on h gives an automorphism σ on H with fixed point set K . Hence (H,K) is a Riemannian
symmetric pair which is dual to (U,K). Note that we have an isomorphism H ∼= GC with(
g,σC(g)
) → g.
Under this isomorphism we have K ∼= G and σ corresponds to σC. This shows that the quotient GC/G is isometric
to H/K and hence it is the dual space of G ∼= U/K .
Let φ∗ :G → C be a real analytic map. We can extend φ∗ uniquely to a holomorphic map φC :GC → C, assuming
for simplicity that this is defined on all of GC. We lift φ∗ to
φˆ∗ : U = G×G → C,
via the natural projection π∗ :U → U/K , and uniquely extend φˆ∗ to a holomorphic map
φˆC :UC = GC ×GC → C.
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φˆ(h) = φˆC(h,σC(h))= φC(h · (σC(h))−1),
where we have used the identification H ∼= GC. As this map is K-invariant, it induces a map φ :H/K → C from the
dual space H/K of U/K , given by
φ(hK) = φC(h · (σC(h))−1).
The construction above can of course be restricted to open subsets W ∗ and W of U/K and H/K , respectively. For
that situation we have the following useful duality theorem.
Theorem 4.1. [9] LetF be a family of maps φ :W → C andF∗ be the dual family consisting of the maps φ∗ :W ∗ → C
constructed as above. Then F∗ is an orthogonal harmonic family on W ∗ if and only if F is an orthogonal harmonic
family on W .
5. Global solutions on SLn(C)/SU(n)
Let p,q be positive integers and n = p + q . The complexification of the special unitary group SU(n) is the special
linear group SLn(C), which clearly is a complex submanifold of the general linear group GLn(C). In Example 3.1
we have constructed the map Φ∗ :W ∗pq(C) → Cq×p defined on an open subset of SU(n). This extends analytically to
the holomorphic map
ΦC :WCpq(C) → Cq×p, ΦC : z → z21 · z−111
defined on the following open subset of SLn(C):
WCpq(C) =
{(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
∈ SLp+q(C)
∣∣∣∣det(z11) = 0
}
.
The involutive automorphism sC : sln(C) → sln(C) on the Lie algebra sln(C) is given by the conjugation
sC :Z + iW → Z − iW = −(Z + iW)∗
with respect to the decomposition sln(C) = su(n)⊕ isu(n). This implies that, for the involutive automorphism σC on
SLn(C) induced by sC, we have
σC(z) = (z∗)−1.
We now get a globally defined SU(n)-invariant map Φ : SLn(C) → Cq×p defined by
Φ(z) = ΦC(z · (σC(z)−1))= ΦC(z · z∗) = (z21z∗11 + z22z∗12)(z11z∗11 + z12z∗12)−1.
According to Theorem 4.1 the complex-valued components of the map Φ constitute an orthogonal harmonic family
on the irreducible Riemannian symmetric space SLn(C)/SU(n).
6. Global solutions on SO(n,C)/SO(n)
In this section we apply the Hermitian structure on the symmetric space SO0(2, q)/SO(2) × SO(q) to construct
an orthogonal harmonic family on the irreducible Riemannian symmetric space
SO(n,C)/SO(n)
for n 3, where n = 2 + q . Recall that the Hermitian symmetric space
SO0(2, q)/SO(2)× SO(q)
is isomorphic to
D = {X ∈ R2×q | XXt < I2}
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SO0(2, q) 
(
α β
γ δ
)
→ βδ−1 ∈D.
For this see for example [10, p. 527]. The set D can be realized as a bounded symmetric domain in Cq through the
map
R
2×q  X =
(
X1
X2
)
→ X2 + iX1 = XC ∈ Cq,
where the last equality defines XC. Thus, the map
SO0(2, q) 
(
α β
γ δ
)
→ βCδ−1
realizes the space SO0(2, q)/SO(2) × SO(q) as a Hermitian symmetric space; its coordinates constitute a globally
defined holomorphic functions, and hence a globally defined orthogonal harmonic family.
As in [9, Example 7.2], we introduce the group
G = {g ∈ SO(n,C) | g∗I2qg = I2q},
where
Ipq =
(−Ip 0
0 Iq
)
.
Recall that we have an SO(2)× SO(q)-preserving isomorphism
G 
(
α β
γ δ
)
→
(
α −iβ
iγ δ
)
∈ SO0(2, q).
So, lifting the orthogonal harmonic family first to SO0(2, q), composing it with this isomorphism from G and then
extending this composition to the complexification SO(n,C), gives the map
ΦC :
{(
α β
γ δ
)
∈ SO(2 + q,C)
∣∣∣∣det δ = 0
}
→ −iβCδ−1 ∈ Cq .
Conjugation in so(n,C) with respect to the compact real form so(n) is given by
sC(X) = −X∗,
and the induced involutive automorphism of SO(n,C) satisfies
σC(g) = (g∗)−1.
We compose Φ with the map
SO(n,C)  g → gg∗ ∈ SO(n,C),
which, according to Theorem 4.1, produces an orthogonal harmonic family on some open subset of SO(n,C)/SO(n).
Explicitly, the map is given by(
α β
γ δ
)
→ −i(αγ ∗ + βδ∗)C(γ γ ∗ + δδ∗)−1 ∈ Cq,
and is clearly globally defined.
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In this section we use the Hermitian structure on the symmetric space SO∗(2n)/U(n) to construct an orthogonal
harmonic family on the irreducible Riemannian symmetric space SO(2n,C)/SO(2n). This is different from the one
produced in the previous section, and its construction involves methods which will be used again later on.
The Lie group
SO∗(2n) = {g ∈ SO(2n,C) | g∗Jg = J}
is a real form of
SO(2n,C) = {g ∈ SL2n(C) | gtg = In},
and the image of the unitary group U(n) under the real representation
A+Bi →
(
A −B
B A
)
is embedded in SO∗(2n) as the fixed point set of the Cartan involution θ : SO∗(2n) → SO∗(2n) with θ(g) = g¯. Let
SU(n,n) be the non-compact Lie group defined by
SU(n,n) = {g ∈ SL2n(C) | g∗Inng = Inn}
and G be the subgroup of SU(n,n) with
G = {g ∈ SU(n,n) | gt InnJg = InnJ}.
Then the unitary group U(n) is embedded into G by
A →
(
A 0
0 A¯
)
.
Introduce the matrix
Kn = 1√
2
(−iIn In
iIn In
)
.
Proposition 7.1. Define the map ψ : SO∗(2n) → G by conjugation with Kn
ψ :g → KngK−1n .
Then ψ is a U(n)-preserving group isomorphism.
Proof. First, note that the matrix Kn is unitary so K∗n = K−1n . Moreover,
KnK
t
n = −InnJ, K∗nInnKn = −iJ, KtnInnJKn = −I2n.
This means that if g ∈ SO∗(2n) then
(KngK
∗
n)
∗InnKngK∗n = Kng∗K∗nInnKngK∗n = −iKng∗JgK∗n = −iKnJK∗n = Inn
and
(KngK
∗
n)
t InnJKngK
∗
n = K¯ngtKtnInnJKngK∗n = −K¯ngtgK∗n = −K¯nK∗n = −KnKtn = InnJ.
This shows that the conjugation by Kn defines an isomorphism between the groups SO∗(2n) and G. Finally we see
that
Kn
(
α −β
β α
)
K∗n =
(
α + iβ 0
0 α − iβ
)
,
so ψ preserves the unitary group U(n). 
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bounded symmetric domain
D = {Z ∈ Cn×n | In −ZZ∗ > 0, Zt = −Z}
and that G acts on D as a group of isometries by(
A B
C D
)
:Z → (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1.
This means that the natural projection π :G →D is given by
π :
(
A B
C D
)
→ B ·D−1
and that the U(n)-invariant map Φ˜ = π ◦ψ : SO∗(2n) →D with
Φ˜ :
(
α β
γ δ
)
→ (−α − iγ − iβ + δ)(α − iγ + iβ + δ)−1
provides us with a representation of SO∗(2n)/U(n) as the bounded symmetric domain D.
Theorem 7.2. Let φ˜1, . . . , φ˜m : SO∗(2n) → C be the complex-valued components of Φ˜ : SO∗(2n) →D. Then the set
Ω˜ = {φ˜1, . . . , φ˜m}
is an orthogonal harmonic family of U(n)-invariant complex-valued functions on SO∗(2n).
Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of the fact that the coordinate functions on the bounded symmetric
domain D are holomorphic and therefore, by Example 2.6, they form an orthogonal harmonic family on D. 
Let ΦC :WC → Cn×n be the analytic extension of Φ˜ : SO∗(2n) →D to some open subset WC of SO(2n,C) and
Φ : W →D be the composition of ΦC with the map
SO(2n,C) → SO(2n,C) with g → gg∗.
According to Theorem 4.1 the components of Φ form an orthogonal harmonic family of SO(2n)-invariant functions
on the open subset W of SO(2n,C). The map Φ :W → Cn×n is defined at a point g ∈ SO(2n,C) unless
det
(
i(γ α∗ + δβ∗)− i(αγ ∗ + βδ∗)+ γ γ ∗ + αα∗ + ββ∗ + δδ∗)= 0.
In this case there exists a non-zero element z ∈ Cn such that
0 = i(zγ, zα) + i(zδ, zβ) − i(zα, zγ ) − i(zβ, zδ) + |zδ|2 + |zα|2 + |zβ|2 + |zδ|2
= (izγ, zα) + (izδ, zβ)+ (zα, izγ ) + (zβ, izδ)+ |izγ |2 + |zα|2 + |zβ|2 + |izδ|2
= |zα + izγ |2 + |zβ + izδ|2.
But this means that
(z, iz)
(
α β
γ δ
)
= 0,
which is impossible as the matrix is invertible. This shows that the function Φ is globally defined on SO(2n,C) and
induces an orthogonal harmonic family on the irreducible Riemannian symmetric space
SO(2n,C)/SO(2n).
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In this section we apply the Hermitian structure on the symmetric space Sp(n,R)/U(n) to construct an orthogonal
harmonic family on the irreducible Riemannian symmetric space Sp(n,C)/Sp(n). The Lie group
Sp(n,R) = {g ∈ SL2n(R) | gtJg = J}
is the real form of
Sp(n,C) = {g ∈ SL2n(C) | gtJg = J}.
The image of the unitary group U(n) under the real representation
A+Bi →
(
A −B
B A
)
is embedded in Sp(n,R) as the fixed point set of the Cartan involution
θ : Sp(n,R) → Sp(n,R) with g → JgJ t .
Let H be the subgroup of SU(n,n) given by
H = {g ∈ SU(n,n) | gtJg = J}.
Then the unitary group U(n) is embedded into H by
A →
(
A 0
0 A¯
)
.
As in the previous section, we introduce the matrix
Kn = 1√
2
(−iIn In
iIn In
)
.
Proposition 8.1. The map ψ : Sp(n,R) → H given by the conjugation with Kn
ψ :g → KngK−1n
is a U(n)-preserving group isomorphism.
Proof. The statement can be proved in a way similar to that of Proposition 7.1. 
The Hermitian symmetric space H/U(n) can be represented as the bounded symmetric domain
D = {Z ∈ Cn×n | In −ZZ∗ > 0, Zt = Z},
and H acts on D as a group of isometries by(
A B
C D
)
:Z → (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1.
The natural projection π :H →D is given by
π :
(
A B
C D
)
→ B ·D−1,
and the U(n)-invariant map Φ˜ = π ◦ψ : Sp(n,R) →D with
Φ˜ :
(
α β
γ δ
)
→ (−α − iγ − iβ + δ)(α − iγ + iβ + δ)−1
gives a representation of the Hermitian symmetric space Sp(n,R)/U(n) as the bounded symmetric domain D.
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Ω˜ = {φ˜1, . . . , φ˜m}
is an orthogonal harmonic family of U(n)-invariant complex-valued functions on Sp(n,R).
Proof. The statement can be proved in the same way as that of Theorem 7.2. 
Let ΦC :WC → Cn×n be the analytic extension of Φ˜ : Sp(n,R) → D to some open subset WC of Sp(n,C) and
Φ :W → Cn×n be the composition of ΦC with the map
Sp(n,C) → Sp(n,C) with g → gg∗.
Following Theorem 4.1 the components of Φ form an orthogonal harmonic family of Sp(n)-invariant functions on
the open subset W . Using the same argument as in the last section, it is easy to see that the map Φ is defined on the
whole of Sp(n,C). Hence it induces an orthogonal harmonic family on the irreducible Riemannian symmetric space
Sp(n,C)/Sp(n).
9. General existence theory
In this section we establish a general existence theory for complex-valued harmonic morphisms from the com-
pact semisimple Lie groups G and their non-compact dual spaces GC/G. These include the irreducible Riemannian
symmetric spaces of type II and IV, respectively.
Let gC be a complex, semisimple Lie algebra and B be its Killing form. Fix a Cartan subalgebra hC in gC and let
gC = hC ⊕
∑
α∈R
gα
be the corresponding root decomposition of gC. Here R denotes the set of (non-zero) roots. Let Π ⊂ R be a basis of
simple roots, inducing a decomposition R = R+ ∪R− of R into positive and negative roots.
For each root α ∈ R, let Hα ∈ h denote the dual element and let hR be the real span of {Hα | α ∈ R}. Further choose
elements Eα ∈ gα and E−α ∈ g−α , such that [Eα,E−α] = Hα . Then define the compact real form g of gC by
g = ihR ⊕
∑
α∈R+
R(Eα +E−α)⊕
∑
α∈R+
Ri(Eα −E−α),
and let τ denote the conjugation in gC with respect to g.
Let ΠK be any subset of Π and denote by RK the set of roots which are linear combinations of elements in ΠK
and by RM the remaining roots. Introduce the subalgebras kC, p+ and p− by
kC = hC ⊕
∑
α∈RK
gα, p+ =
∑
α∈R+M
gα, p− =
∑
α∈R+M
g−α.
Then p = kC ⊕ p+ is a parabolic subalgebra of gC.
Let GC denote a complex, connected Lie group with Lie algebra gC and let G, P+, P−, KC and P denote the
connected subgroups of GC with the corresponding Lie algebras constructed above. Then the quotient
GC/P = G/(G∩ P)
is a (generalized) flag manifold, see [1,2]. Furthermore, we have
P = KCP+.
For the Lie group G we have the natural reductive decomposition
g = k⊕m,
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k = ihR ⊕
∑
α∈R+K
R(Eα +E−α)⊕
∑
α∈R+K
Ri(Eα −E−α),
m =
∑
α∈R+M
R(Eα +E−α)⊕
∑
α∈R+M
Ri(Eα −E−α).
We can thus write the complexification mC of m as
mC = p+ ⊕ p−.
This decomposition gives rise to a complex structure J on the generalized flag manifold
GC/P
for which p− is the (1,0) space and p+ the (0,1) space at the identity coset. It is easy to see that the homogeneous
projection
πC :GC → GC/P
is holomorphic.
The Killing form B on the Lie algebra g = p⊕m induces a Hermitian metric −B on the quotient
G/(P ∩G) = GC/P
and turns it into a cosymplectic manifold, see [14, Theorem 6.1]. Furthermore, the corresponding metric on G makes
the homogeneous projection
π :G → G/(P ∩G)
into a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres; in particular, a harmonic morphism.
The set P−P = P−KCP+ is an open, dense subset of GC and the map
(1)p−  X → expX · P ∈ GC/P
is a holomorphic diffeomorphism onto an open, dense subset of GC/P , usually referred to as a large cell. For this we
refer to [1].
To construct a harmonic orthogonal family on GC/P , we take complex coordinates on this large cell, i.e., the com-
ponents of the inverse of the map (1). These complex-valued functions are holomorphic on a cosymplectic manifold,
and so they do indeed form a harmonic orthogonal family on an open and dense subset of GC/P = G/(G ∩ P). We
then lift this map using π to an open and dense subset of G. This proves part (i) of the following theorem.
Theorem 9.1. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group equipped with a bi-invariant metric g and let GC/G be its
non-compact dual space.
(i) There exists an open and dense subset W ∗ of G and an orthogonal harmonic family F∗ on W ∗.
(ii) There exists an open subset W of GC/G and an orthogonal harmonic family F on W .
(iii) If there exists a parabolic subgroup P of GC such that the quotient GC/P is a Hermitian symmetric space, then
there is a globally defined orthogonal harmonic family F on GC/G.
Proof. (ii) First of all, we holomorphically extend the harmonic orthogonal familyF on G to some open subset of GC.
This is clearly the same as directly lifting the inverse of the map (1) to an open subset of GC using the holomorphic
projection πC. We then compose the lift with the map GC → GC given by
g → gσC(g)−1,
where σC :GC → GC is the involutive automorphism of G introduced in Section 4. By the duality Theorem 4.1 this
induces a harmonic orthogonal family F on an open subset of the symmetric space GC/G. 
Our final aim is to prove part (iii) of Theorem 9.1. This is clearly equivalent to the following result.
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group GC the coset
gσC(g)−1 · P
of GC/P is contained in the corresponding large cell.
In order to prove Lemma 9.2 we recall that we may choose the Lie algebras p± to be Abelian and satisfy the
relation
[p−,p+] ⊆ kC.
See for example [10, Chapter VIII].
Let V be an irreducible representation of GC and let v ∈ V be a non-zero vector of highest weight, such that the
stabilizer of the line spanned by v in the projectivisation PV of V is the parabolic subgroup P of GC. Then
p · v =
{
v if p ∈ P+,
λ(p)v for some λ(p) ∈ C if p ∈ KC.
For a non-zero element w ∈ V , let [w] denote the corresponding line in PV and let 〈 , 〉 be a fixed Hermitian inner
product in V which is G-invariant.
Lemma 9.3. For the above situation, we have the identity{[w] ∈ GC · [v] | 〈w,v〉 = 0}= P− · [v].
Proof of Lemma 9.3. If [w] = p− · [v] for some p− ∈ P−, then there exists a complex number μ = 0 such that
〈w,v〉 = μ〈p− · v, v〉 = μ〈v,p∗− · v〉 = μ
〈
v,σC(p−)−1 · v
〉= μ|v|2 = 0.
This means that we have proven one of the inclusions.
Let g be an element of GC such that w = g · v is not orthogonal to v. The set P−KCP+ is open and dense in GC,
so we can find sequences {p−i }, {ki} and {p+i } in P−, KC and P+, respectively, such that
g = lim
i→∞p
−
i kip
+
i .
Then
w = lim
i→∞p
−
i kip
+
i · v = lim
i→∞p
−
i ki · v = lim
i→∞λ(ki)p
−
i · v.
Using the fact that (p−i )∗ · v = v, we see that
lim
i→∞λ(ki)|v|
2 = lim
i→∞〈p
−
i ki · v, v〉 = 0,
so the limit
ν = lim
i→∞λ(ki) ∈ C
exists and is non-zero. Furthermore,
w = ν lim
i→∞p
−
i · v.
Take elements Yi ∈ p− such that p−i = expYi . Choose some metric on p− and write Yi = ziZi , where zi ∈ C and|Zi | = 1. Then, by passing to some convergent subsequence of {Zi}, we can assume that Zi → Z, for some unit vector
Z ∈ p−. As the elements of p− act as nilpotent endomorphisms on V , there is an n ∈ N such that Zni · v = 0 for all i.
Thus
(2)w = ν lim
i→∞
(
n∑ zki Zki
k! · v
)
.k=0
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fact that Z is a unit vector. Assume that n 2. Then
lim
i→∞Zi · v +
n∑
k=2
zk−1i Z
k
i
k! · v = 0,
which implies that
lim
i→∞
n∑
k=2
zk−1i Z
k
i
k! · v = −Z · v.
But if k  2, then〈
Zki · v,Z · v
〉= 〈Zk−1i · v,Z∗i Z · v〉= 〈Zk−1i · v, [Z∗,Zi] · v +ZiZ∗ · v〉= 0,
since Z∗ · v = 0, [Z∗,Zi] · v ∈ [v] and 〈Zk−1i · v, v〉 = 0. Thus,
−|Z · v|2 = lim
i→∞
n∑
k=2
zk−1i
k! 〈Z
k
i · v,Z · v〉 = 0,
which, as before, is impossible. This shows that the sequence {zi} must be bounded and by passing to a convergent
subsequence, we may assume that zi → z. Thus
p−i = exp ziZi → exp zZ ∈ P−.
Hence w = ν exp zZ · v ∈ P− · [v]. 
We are now ready to take the final step in proving Theorem 9.1.
Proof of Lemma 9.2. Following Lemma 9.3 it is sufficient to show that for each g ∈ GC we have〈
gσC(g)−1 · v, v〉 = 0.
But this is clear, since by construction, σC(g)−1 = g∗, and hence〈
gσC(g)−1 · v, v〉= |g∗v|2 = 0.
The statement is proven. 
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